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Options of Interest: Temporal Abstraction with Interest Functions

🎯 Provide a generalization of initiation 
sets for options to interest functions, 
which are suitable for general function 
approximation.

🎯 Learn & leverage interest functions to 
discover interpretable and reusable 
temporal abstractions.

🎯 Discover skills which are specialized in 
where they apply!

Goals

- During the initial stages of the learning process, 
allowing fewer options helps improve learning speed

- In later stages, good solutions can still be obtained 
with a reasonable number of choices at each 
decision point.

Impact on Branching Factor

References and Contact

Discussion and Future Directions

Option Reusability and Adaptability

Paper: https://bit.ly/36l3ALP
Contact: khimya.khetarpal@mail.mcgill.ca 

Goal: Understand the agent’s behavior

Timeline of options used by IOC agent in HalfCheetah where each option 
is represented by a distinct color (black & white)

Qualitative analysis of IOC in TMaze illustrates the options and their 
interest over time.

Goal: Evaluate options learned with interest functions for generalization in a continual learning setting.

3D Navigation in MiniWorld: with the top view of the environment and the 
agent as the red arrow. 

Harnessing options learned from the old task 
speeds up learning in the new task!

Regulate the complexity of learning how 
to make decisions!
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Option Interpretability The learned options are specialized & 
reusable!

Goal: Investigate if interest functions lend options an attention mechanism!
 

- Generalizing initiation set to interest functions serves the purpose of controlling search complexity.
- Interest functions ---> option specialization ---> interpretable skills + faster learning + option adaptation during task 

changes!
- Learning models for options with interest functions could lead to better and faster planning!

Given a set of Markov options with differentiable interest functions        where      is the parameter vector, the 
gradient of the expected discounted return with respect to     at            is:

where                         is the discounted weighting of the state-option pairs along trajectories starting from  
sampled from the distribution determined by        ,        is the termination function and         is the value 
function over options corresponding to            . 

Interest as an Attention Mechanism

Interest function is not just 
limited to being a measure of 

where an option initiates It could be interpreted as an 
attention mechanism for where 

an option should attend to!

A policy gradient-based method to learn options with interest functions: 
resulting in options that are specialized, and therefore facilitate in both 

learning faster in a single task and adapt to changes in task much more 
efficiently.

Interest Option Critic

IOC generalizes much better 
over changes in tasks.

Option 0 is used to 
scan surroundings 
while Option 1 is 

used to navigate in 
both tasks.


